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There was no honeymoon for
German chancellor Gerhard
Schröder after his re-election on
September 22. Within weeks of the
general election which he narrowly
won — owing more to floods and
the faults of his opponent than to
his own popularity — it became
clear that the economy was still
stuck in a crisis and the new and
old government didn’t have a
miracle cure for it. Instead, it took
refuge in good old-fashioned cost-
cutting and tax increases which
sent the support ratings in polls
into a tumble.
On November 30th the cost-
cutting spree reached the
research budget, when the
research minister Edelgard
Bulmahn announced to the heads
of Germany’s leading research
organisations that they will have
to make do with an unchanged
budget for 2003, as opposed to
the 3% increase they had been
promised before the election.
The two largest bodies funding
research in Germany are the
Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
schaft (DFG, www.dfg.de), which
administrates most of the publicly
funded post-doc fellowships and
project grants, and the Max-
Planck society (MPG,
www.mpg.de), the organisation
behind the Max-Planck institutes,
which used to be generous to
researchers with money and
freedom from non-research
obligations, much envied by
colleagues in universities. Both
MPG and DFG have protested
sharply against the proposed
budget freeze.
The Max-Planck president,
professor Peter Gruss, pointed out
that his society has over the last
few years been funded
substantially below the level he
calls the ‘actual financial
requirements.’ While some
university researchers might be
tempted to watch any cutbacks at
the MPG with more Schadenfreude
than pity, Gruss keeps his eye on
the global competition.
The British government
announced last month a further
boost to its planned expenditure
on science. In its 2002 spending
review it claimed that the science
budget will rise on average 7 per
cent in real terms rising to 10 per
cent in 2004-2005. By 2005-2006
the budget is expected to be just
less than £3 billion, more than
double the figure for 1997-1998.
Some subjects, such as stem
cells, will be the focus of extra
funds.
New ventures including
some designed to revive
the economic fortunes of
the former East Germany
will also be in jeopardy
More significantly, research
spending is also looking healthy
in many fields in the US. Pointing
to the double figure increases that
the budgets of both the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) and the
National Science Foundation
(NSF) have enjoyed recently, MPG
general secretary Dr Barbara
Bludau explains that ‘international
competition makes new
appointments more expensive.’
This is especially the case for the
much-coveted directorships of a
Max-Planck ‘Abteilung’
(department) which are often filled
with rising stars lured back from
leading US labs with the promise
of generous funding and no
teaching obligations. Should the
budget freeze, which according to
MPG sources results in an
underfunding of around 50 million
Euros, stay in force, the society
may have to slim down its
institutes, possibly closing up to
20 departments completely. New
ventures including some designed
to revive the economic fortunes of
the former East Germany will also
be in jeopardy. Responding to the
freeze will be easier for the DFG.
If it effectively gets less money,
(given the inflation in salaries and
equipment prices), it can hand out
a smaller number of grants and
fellowships. So it will have to
increase the rejection rate in the
selection process essentially
based on peer review. And yet,
the DFG also disagrees with the
government’s views on cost-
cutting. Its website links to a
protest letter initiated by Wiebke
Arlt, a DFG-funded fellow at the
University of Birmingham, UK.
Within two weeks after the
announcement of the budget
freeze, it was signed by more than
1800 researchers, including five
Nobel laureates.
The letter, addressed to the
committee of federal and state
governments (BLK, www.blk-
bonn.de) points out that research
spending is an investment into the
future, which may result in long-
term returns of up to 50%. It
acknowledges the difficult
economic situation, but argues
that the government should think
anti-cyclically, in order to maintain
Germany’s position in the global
competition for the best
researchers. Arlt argues that
reducing the number of DFG
grants would increase the brain
drain. She points to the growing
number of young researchers
seeking their careers abroad and
not returning. Those who do return
after a post-doc, typically do so
for family rather than scientific
reasons.
So far, however, the protest has
not made much of an impression
on the people who control the
purse strings. Neither the research
ministry nor the BLK have even
deemed it worth a press release.
At the moment, it looks like the
government is determined to
continue with its unpopular
measures and bear the resulting
contempt. After all, if you’re
already unpopular with 80 million
people, 1800 scientists are just a
drop in the ocean, even if five of
them have a Nobel prize.
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Thousands of German researchers including five Nobel laureates have
signed an open letter of protest against the proposed freeze of
research funding. Michael Gross reports.
